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BACKGROUND

- 1916 – Constitution of Association des Girl Guides Luxembourgeoises (AGGL) approved.
- 1928 – AGGL one of founder members of WAGGGS.
- 1958 – Constitution of Bureau de Liaison des Associations des Guides du Luxembourg (BLAGL) approved and made member of WAGGGS as a federation.
- 1994 – Letzeburger Guiden a Scouten (LGS) founded. This was a merger between the Letzeburger Guiden and the Letzeburger Scouten.
- 2015 – AGGL moved its members into Federation Nationale des Eclaireurs et Eclaireuses du Luxembourg (FNEL) (National Scouting Association).

The National Organisation (BLAGL) is currently a federation of two Component Associations:

1. Letzebuerger Guiden a Scouten (LGS)
2. Associations des Girl Guides Luxembourgeoises (AGGL)

The AGGL closed down in 5/2014 and moved their members into FNEL which is a National Scouting Association. LGS is a Scout and Guide National Organisation (SAGNO) that has been registering its boys with The World Organisation of the Scout Movement (WOSM) and its girls with The World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts (WAGGGS). Because AGGL is no longer functioning, it should cease to exist as a Component Association. The federation itself, BLAGL, does not therefore need to exist moving forward and so LGS is applying to become the member organisation in their own right.

Ratification is now sought from WAGGGS' Members.

(Full Member vote, 75 per cent majority required)

PROPOSED MOTION

That the change of entity of Bureau de Liaison des Associations des Guides du Luxembourg to Letzebuerger Guiden a Scouten, be ratified by the 36th World Conference and that Letzebuerger Guiden a Scouten is recognised therefore as a Full Member of the World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts.